IOMW 2020 will be held at the **Sutardja Dai Hall** (at the north end of the UC Berkeley campus). The registration desk will be set up **on the main level/third floor** near the **Banatao Auditorium** (room number 310), just past the building entrance on Hearst Avenue.

**Hotels:**

- The **Bancroft Hotel** offers **13 rooms** (each with a queen bed) for **$139/night** **(group-discount rate)**, excluding tax. It is less than .5 mile walk from the conference venue and is on the south side of campus (near Telegraph ave). Call **(800) 549-1002** or email reservations@bancrofthotel.com to reserve your room **(tell them you are part of IOMW)**. Note there is no elevator at this hotel. Need an extra bed? Try requesting a room with a pull out couch or rollaway twin beds.
- The historic **Faculty Club** is a lovely .3 mile walk from the IOMW 2020 venue and is on campus. A queen/two-double beds room with private bathroom is **$155/$165/$180** per night for single/double/triple occupancy, excluding taxes (some of them are with shared bath and are **even cheaper**) Call soon to reserve your room **(510-540-5678)**.
- The **Graduate Hotel** – a recently renovated boutique hotel, on the south end of campus, offers rooms with a queen/king bed for **$200-210/night**, excluding tax, through travel booking sites like Expedia (as of January 22). The hotel houses San Francisco’s renowned bakery & cafe, Tartine, is less than .5 mile walk from the conference venue.
- For a fun experience in Berkeley’s Gourmet Ghetto, try the **SenS Hotel** (used to be the French Hotel) at **1538 Shattuck Ave, 94709** about 20 minutes walk to the conference venue. All rooms have a king bed, and start at **$176/night**, excluding tax, through the travel booking sites (as of January, 22).
- The **Hotel Shattuck Plaza** is conveniently located hotel in downtown Berkeley, a few blocks away from the Downtown Berkeley BART station, and about 15 minutes walk from the IOMW 2020 venue. Rooms are available on TripAdvisor or other discount sites starting at **$243**, excluding tax (as of January, 22).
- Other appealing, but more distant, hotel options include: **Doubletree Berkeley Marina**, the Oakland **Marriott City Center**, the **Claremont** Hotel Berkeley, the **Berkeley City Club**, and the **Rose Garden Inn**.

**Air Transportation:**
The two most convenient airports are Oakland (OAK) and San Francisco (SFO).

**Ground Transportation:**
We recommend using the BART metro system for ground transportation from either airport to Berkeley is BART, especially during high traffic times (it’s much cheaper than Uber, Lyft or cabs). You can plan your journey at the BART website ([www.bart.gov](http://www.bart.gov))

The conference venue (Sutardja Dai Hall) is about **0.8 miles (20 minutes walk)** from the **Downtown Berkeley station**.

**Parking:** All day parking is not available on the north side of the campus. Please allow extra time to park in downtown and walk up to the Sutardija Dai Hall.